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CHAPTER ONE

BIOLOGICAL WARFARE
Biological Warfare Summary Finding
The Intelligence Community seriously misjudged the status of Iraq’s biological
weapons program in the 2002 NIE and other pre-war intelligence products.
The primary reason for this misjudgment was the Intelligence Community’s
heavy reliance on a human source—codenamed “Curveball”—whose information later proved to be unreliable.
The Intelligence Community assessed with “high confidence” in the fall of
2002 that Iraq “has” biological weapons, and that “all key aspects” of Iraq’s
offensive BW program “are active and that most elements are larger and more
advanced than they were before the Gulf War.”219 These conclusions were
based largely on the Intelligence Community’s judgment that Iraq had “transportable facilities for producing” BW agents.220 That assessment, in turn, was
based largely on reporting from a single human source.
Contrary to the Intelligence Community’s pre-war assessments, the ISG’s
post-war investigations concluded that Iraq had unilaterally destroyed its biological weapons stocks and probably destroyed its remaining holdings of bulk
BW agent in 1991 and 1992.221 Moreover, the ISG concluded that Iraq had
conducted no research on BW agents since that time, although Iraq had
retained some dual-use equipment and intellectual capital.222 The ISG found
no evidence of a mobile BW program.223
That Iraq was cooking up biological agents in mobile facilities designed to
elude the prying eyes of international inspectors and Western intelligence services was, along with the aluminum tubes, the most important and alarming
assessment in the October 2002 NIE. This judgment, as it turns out, was
based almost exclusively on information obtained from a single human
source—codenamed “Curveball”—whose credibility came into question
around the time of the publication of the NIE and collapsed under scrutiny in
the months following the war. This section discusses how this ultimately
unreliable reporting came to play such a critical role in the Intelligence Community’s pre-war assessments about Iraq’s BW program. We begin by discussing the evolution of the Intelligence Community’s judgments on this
issue in the years preceding the second Iraq war; compare these pre-war
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assessments with what the ISG found; and, finally, offer our conclusions
about the Intelligence Community’s performance against the Iraqi BW target,
focusing in particular on Curveball and the handling of his information by the
Intelligence Community.
We note at the outset that this section includes new information about the failure of the Intelligence Community—and particularly of Intelligence Community management—to convey to policymakers serious concerns about
Curveball that arose in the months preceding the invasion of Iraq. Although
these findings are significant, we believe that other lessons about the Intelligence Community’s assessments of Iraq’s purported BW programs are the
more critical ones. At bottom, the story of the Intelligence Community’s performance on BW is one of poor tradecraft by our human intelligence collection agencies; of our intelligence analysts allowing reasonable suspicions
about Iraqi BW activity to turn into near certainty; and of the Intelligence
Community failing to communicate adequately the limited nature of their
intelligence on Iraq’s BW programs to policymakers, in both the October
2002 NIE and other contemporaneous intelligence assessments.

The Intelligence Community’s Pre-War Assessments
The Intelligence Community’s assessment of Iraq’s BW program—like its
judgments about Iraq’s other WMD programs—evolved over time. The October 2002 NIE reflected a shift, however, in the Community’s judgments about
the state of Iraq’s BW program. Previous Community estimates had assessed
that Iraq could have biological weapons; the October 2002 estimate, in contrast, assessed with “high confidence” that Iraq “has” biological weapons.
This shift in view, which began in 2000 and culminated in the October 2002
NIE, was based largely on information from a single source—Curveball—
who indicated that Iraq had mobile facilities for producing BW agents.
Background. In the early 1990s, the Intelligence Community knew little
about Iraq’s BW program.224 Prior to the Gulf War, the Intelligence Community judged that Iraq was developing several BW agents, including anthrax
and botulinum toxin, at a number of facilities.225 The Intelligence Community further assessed that Iraq might have produced up to 1,000 liters of BW
agent, and that Iraq had used some of it to fill aerial bombs and artillery shells.
At that time, however, the Community judged that it had insufficient information to make assessments about BW agent testing and deployment of filled
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munitions.226 Between 1991 and 1995, the Intelligence Community learned
little more about Iraq’s BW program. However, there was some additional
human intelligence reporting indicating that pre-Gulf War assessments of
Iraq’s BW program had substantially underestimated the quantities of biological weapons that Iraq had produced. Moreover, this reporting suggested that
the Intelligence Community was unaware of some Iraqi BW facilities. 227
It was not until 1995—when UNSCOM presented the Iraqis with evidence of
continuing BW-related imports and Saddam Hussein’s son-in-law, Hussein
Kamil, defected—that Iraq made substantial declarations to the United
Nations about its activities prior to the Gulf War, admitting that it had produced and weaponized BW agents.228 These declarations confirmed that the
Intelligence Community had substantially underestimated the scale and maturity of Iraq’s pre-Desert Storm BW program. Iraq had, before the Gulf War,
weaponized several agents, including anthrax, botulinum toxin, and aflatoxin;
produced 30,165 liters of BW agent; and deployed some of its 157 bombs and
25 missile warheads armed with BW agents to locations throughout Iraq. 229
Following these declarations, the Intelligence Community estimated in 1997
that Iraq was still concealing elements of its BW program, and it assessed that
Iraq would likely wait until either sanctions were lifted or the UNSCOM presence was reduced before restarting agent production. 230
After 1998, the Intelligence Community found it difficult to determine
whether activity at known dual-use facilities was related to WMD production.
The departed inspectors had never been able to confirm what might be happening at Iraq’s suspect facilities. Accordingly, the Intelligence Community
noted that it had no reliable intelligence to indicate resumed production of
biological weapons, but assessed that in the absence of inspectors Iraq probably would expand its BW activities.231 These assessments were colored by the
Community’s earlier underestimation of Iraq’s programs, its lack of reliable
intelligence, and its realization that previous underestimates were due in part
to effective deception by the Iraqis.232 By 1999, the CIA assessed that there
was some Iraqi research and development on BW and that Iraq could restart
production of biological weapons within a short period of time. The 1999 NIE
on Worldwide BW Programs judged that Iraq was “revitalizing its BW program” and was “probably continuing work to develop and produce BW
agents.”233
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Growing concern. The Intelligence Community’s concern about Iraq’s BW
program increased in early 2000, and the Community began to adjust upward
its estimates of the Iraq BW threat, based on a “substantial volume” of “new
information” regarding mobile BW facilities in Iraq.234 This information
came from an Iraqi chemical engineer, subsequently codenamed Curveball,
who came to the attention of the Intelligence Community through a foreign
liaison service. That liaison service debriefed Curveball and then shared the
debriefing results with the United States. The foreign liaison service would
not, however, provide the United States with direct access to Curveball.
Instead, information about Curveball was passed from the liaison service to
DIA’s Defense HUMINT Service, which in turn disseminated information
about Curveball throughout the Intelligence Community.
Between January 2000 and September 2001, DIA’s Defense HUMINT Service disseminated almost 100 reports from Curveball regarding mobile BW
facilities in Iraq.235 These reports claimed that Iraq had several mobile production units and that one of those units had begun production of BW agents
as early as 1997.236
Shortly after Curveball started reporting, in the spring of 2000, his information was provided to senior policymakers.237 It was also incorporated into an
update to a 1999 NIE on Worldwide BW Programs. The update reported that
“new intelligence acquired in 2000…causes [the IC] to adjust our assessment
upward of the BW threat posed by Iraq…The new information suggests that
Baghdad has expanded its offensive BW program by establishing a largescale, redundant, and concealed BW agent production capability.” 238 In
December 2000, the Intelligence Community produced a Special Intelligence
Report that was based on reporting from Curveball, noting that “credible
reporting from a single source suggests” that Iraq has produced biological
agents, but cautioned that “[w]e cannot confirm whether Iraq has produced…biological agents.”239
By 2001, however, the assessments became more assertive. A WINPAC report
in October 2001, also based on Curveball’s reporting about mobile facilities,
judged “that Iraq continues to produce at least…three BW agents” and possibly two others. This assessment also concluded that “the establishment of
mobile BW agent production plants and continued delivery system development provide Baghdad with BW capabilities surpassing the pre-Gulf War
era.”240 Similar assessments were provided to senior policymakers.241 In late
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September 2002, DCI Tenet told the Senate’s Intelligence and Armed Services Committees (and subsequently the Senate Foreign Relations Committee) that “we know Iraq has developed a redundant capability to produce
biological warfare agents using mobile production units.”242
October 2002 NIE. The October 2002 NIE reflected this upward assessment
of the Iraqi BW threat that had developed since Curveball began reporting in
January 2000. The October 2002 NIE reflected the shift from the late-1990s
assessments that Iraq could have biological weapons to the definitive conclusion that Iraq “has” biological weapons, and that its BW program was larger
and more advanced than before the Gulf War.243 Information about Iraq’s
dual-use facilities and its failure to account fully for previously declared
stockpiles contributed to this shift in assessments.244 The information that
Iraq had mobile BW production units, however, was instrumental in adjusting
upward the assessment of Iraq’s BW threat.245 And for this conclusion, the
NIE relied primarily on reporting from Curveball, who, as noted, provided a
large volume of reporting through Defense HUMINT channels regarding
mobile BW production facilities in Iraq.246 Only in May 2004, more than a
year after the commencement of Operation Iraqi Freedom, did CIA formally
deem Curveball’s reporting fabricated and recall it.247 At the time of the NIE,
however, reporting from three other human sources—who provided one
report each on mobile BW facilities—was thought to have corroborated Curveball’s information about the mobile facilities.248 These three sources also
proved problematic, however, as discussed below.
Another asylum seeker (hereinafter “the second source”) reporting through
Defense HUMINT channels provided one report in June 2001 that Iraq had
transportable facilities for the production of BW.249 This second source
recanted in October 2003, however, and the recantation was reflected in a
Defense HUMINT report in which the source flatly contradicted his June
2001 statements about transportable facilities.250 Though CIA analysts told
Commission staff that they had requested that Defense HUMINT follow-up
with this second source to ascertain the reasons for his recantation, DIA’s
Defense HUMINT Service has provided no further information on this
issue.251 Nor, for that matter, was the report ever recalled or corrected.252
Another source, associated with the Iraqi National Congress (INC) (hereinafter “the INC source”), was brought to the attention of DIA by Washingtonbased representatives of the INC. Like Curveball, his reporting was handled
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by Defense HUMINT. He provided one report that Iraq had decided in 1996
to establish mobile laboratories for BW agents to evade inspectors. 253 Shortly
after Defense HUMINT’s initial debriefing of the INC source in February
2002, however, a foreign liaison service and the CIA’s Directorate of Operations (DO) judged him to be a fabricator and recommended that Defense
HUMINT issue a notice to that effect, which Defense HUMINT did in May
2002. Senior policymakers were informed that the INC source and his reporting were unreliable. The INC source’s information, however, began to be used
again in finished intelligence in July 2002, including the October 2002 NIE,
because, although a fabrication notice had been issued several months earlier,
Defense HUMINT had failed to recall the reporting.254
The classified report here discusses a fourth source (hereinafter “the fourth
source”) who provided a single report that Iraq had mobile fermentation units
mounted on trucks and railway cars.
Post-NIE. After publication of the NIE in October 2002, the Intelligence
Community continued to assert that Baghdad’s biological weapons program
was active and posed a threat, relying on the same set of sources upon which
the NIE’s judgments were based.255 For example, a November 2002 paper
produced by CIA’s Directorate of Intelligence (DI) reiterated the NIE’s
assessment that Iraq had a “broad range of lethal and incapacitating agents”
and that the “BW program is more robust than it was prior to the Gulf
War.”256 The piece contended that Iraq was capable of producing an array of
agents and probably retained strains of the smallpox virus. It further argued
that technological advances increased the potential Iraqi BW threat to U.S.
interests. And a February 2003 CIA Intelligence Assessment anticipated Iraqi
options for BW (and CW) use against the United States and other members of
the Coalition; the report stated that Iraq “maintains a wide range of…biological agents and delivery systems” and enumerated 21 BW agents which it
judged Iraq could employ.257
Statements about biological weapons also appeared in Administration statements about Iraq in the months preceding the war. Secretary of State Colin
Powell’s speech to the United Nations Security Council on February 5, 2003,
relied on the same human sources relied upon in the NIE.258 Secretary Powell
was not informed that one of these sources—the INC source—had been
judged a fabricator almost a year earlier. And as will be discussed at length
below, serious doubts about Curveball had also surfaced within CIA’s Direc85
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torate of Operations at the time of the speech—but these doubts also were not
communicated to Secretary Powell before his United Nations address.
Reliance on Curveball’s reporting also affected post-war assessments of Iraq’s
BW program. A May 2003 CIA Intelligence Assessment pointed to the postinvasion discovery of “two probable mobile BW agent productions plants” by
Coalition forces in Iraq as evidence that “Iraq was hiding a biological warfare
program.”259 Curveball, when shown photos of the trailers, identified components that he said were similar to those on the mobile BW production facilities that he had described in his earlier reporting.260

Post-War Findings of the Iraq Survey Group
The Iraq Survey Group found that the Intelligence Community’s pre-war
assessments about Iraq’s BW program were almost entirely wrong. The ISG
concluded that “Iraq appears to have destroyed its undeclared stocks of BW
weapons and probably destroyed remaining holdings of bulk BW agent”
shortly after the Gulf War.261 According to the ISG, Iraq initially intended to
retain elements of its biological weapons program after the Gulf War.
UNSCOM inspections proved unexpectedly intrusive, however, and to avoid
detection, Saddam Hussein ordered his son-in-law and Minister of the Military Industrial Commission Hussein Kamil to destroy, unilaterally, Iraq’s
stocks of BW agents.262 This took place in either the late spring or summer of
1991.263 But Iraq retained a physical plant at Al-Hakam and the intellectual
capital necessary to resuscitate the BW program.264 Simultaneously, Iraq
embarked on an effort to hide this remaining infrastructure and to conceal its
pre-war BW-related activities.265
In early 1995, however, UNSCOM inspectors confronted Iraqi officials with
evidence of 1988 imports of bacterial growth media in quantities that had no
civilian use within Iraq’s limited biotechnology industry.266 This confrontation, followed by the defection of Hussein Kamil in August 1995, prompted
Iraq to admit that it had produced large quantities of bulk BW agent before the
Gulf War.267 Iraq also released a large cache of documents and issued the first
of several “Full, Final and Complete Declaration[s]” on June 22, 1996, further
detailing its BW program. UNSCOM subsequently supervised the destruction
of BW-related facilities at Al-Hakam in 1996.268
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The Iraq Survey Group found that the destruction of the Al-Hakam facility
effectively marked the end of Iraq’s large-scale BW ambitions. 269 The ISG
did judge that after 1996 Iraq “continued small-scale BW-related efforts”
under the auspices of the Iraqi Intelligence Service, and also retained a
trained cadre of scientists who could work on BW programs and some dualuse facilities capable of conversion to small-scale BW agent production. 270
Nevertheless, the ISG “found no direct evidence that Iraq, after 1996, had
plans for a new BW program or was conducting BW-specific work for military purposes.”271
With respect to mobile BW production facilities, the “ISG found no evidence that Iraq possessed or was developing production systems on road
vehicles or railway wagons.”272 The ISG’s “exhaustive investigation” of the
two trailers captured by Coalition forces in spring 2003 revealed that the
trailers were “almost certainly designed and built exclusively for the generation of hydrogen.” The ISG judged that the trailers “cannot … be part of any
BW program.”273

Analysis of the Intelligence Community’s Pre-War Assessments
The Intelligence Community fundamentally misjudged the status of Iraq’s
BW programs. As the above discussion demonstrates, the central basis for the
Intelligence Community’s pre-war assessments about Iraq’s BW program was
the reporting of a single human source, Curveball. This single source, whose
reporting came into question in late 2002, later proved to be a fabricator.
Our intelligence agencies get burned by human sources sometimes—it is a
fact of life in the murky world of espionage. If our investigation revealed
merely that our Intelligence Community had a source who later turned out to
be lying, despite the best tradecraft practices designed to ferret out such liars,
that would be one thing. But Curveball’s reporting became a central part of
the Intelligence Community’s pre-war assessments through a serious breakdown in several aspects of the intelligence process. The Curveball story is at
the same time one of poor asset validation by our human collection agencies;
of a tendency of analysts to believe that which fits their theories; of inadequate communication between the Intelligence Community and the policymakers it serves; and, ultimately, of poor leadership and management. This
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section thus focuses primarily on our investigation of the Curveball episode,
and the findings we drew from it.

Biological Warfare Finding 1
The DIA’s Defense HUMINT Service’s failure even to attempt to validate Curveball’s reporting was a major failure in operational tradecraft.
The problems with the Intelligence Community’s performance on Curveball
began almost immediately after the source first became known to the U.S.
government in early 2000. As noted above, Curveball was not a source who
worked directly with the United States; rather, the Intelligence Community
obtained information about Curveball through a foreign service. The foreign
service would not provide the United States with direct access to Curveball,
claiming that Curveball would refuse to speak to Americans.274 Instead, the
foreign intelligence service debriefed Curveball and passed the debriefing
information to DIA’s Defense HUMINT Service, the human intelligence collection agency of the Department of Defense.
The lack of direct access to Curveball made it more difficult to assess his
veracity. But such lack of access does not preclude the Intelligence Community from attempting to assess the source’s bona fides and the credibility of
the source’s reporting. Indeed, it is incumbent upon professional intelligence
officers to attempt to do so, through a process referred to within the Intelligence Community as “vetting” or “asset validation.”
Defense HUMINT, however, did not even attempt to determine Curveball’s
veracity. A Defense HUMINT official explained to Commission staff that
Defense HUMINT believed that it was just a “conduit” for Curveball’s reporting—that it had no responsibility for vetting Curveball or validating his information.275 In Defense HUMINT’s view, asset validation is solely the
responsibility of analysts—in their judgment if the analysts believe the information is credible, then the source is validated.276 This line echoes what
Defense HUMINT officials responsible for disseminating Curveball’s reporting told the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence; they told the Committee
that it was not their responsibility to assess the source’s credibility, but that it
instead was up to the analysts who read the reports to judge the accuracy of
the contents.277
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The Senate Select Committee on Intelligence concluded that this view represents a “serious lapse” in tradecraft, and we agree. 278 Analysts obviously
play a crucial role in validating sources by evaluating the credibility of their
reporting, corroborating that reporting, and reviewing the body of reporting
to ensure that it is consistent with the source’s access. But analysts’ validation can only extend to whether what a source says is internally consistent,
technically plausible, and credible given the source’s claimed access. The
process of validation also must include efforts by the operational elements
to confirm the source’s bona fides (i.e., authenticating that the source has the
access he claims), to test the source’s reliability and motivations, and to
ensure that the source is free from hostile control. 279 To be sure, these steps
are particularly difficult for a source such as Curveball, to whom the collection agency has no direct access. But human intelligence collectors can
often obtain valuable information weighing on even a liaison source’s credibility, and the CIA’s DO routinely attempts to determine the credibility even
of sources to whom it has no direct access. In light of this, we are surprised
by the Defense HUMINT’s apparent position that it had no responsibility
even to attempt to validate Curveball.
As a footnote to this episode, while DIA’s Defense HUMINT Service felt no
obligation to vet Curveball or validate his veracity, it would later appear
affronted that another agency—CIA—would try to do so. On February 11,
2003, after questions about Curveball’s credibility had begun to emerge, an
element of the DO sent a message to Defense HUMINT officials expressing
concern that Curveball had not been vetted. The next day the Defense
HUMINT division chief who received that message forwarded it by electronic mail to a subordinate, requesting input to answer CIA’s query. In that
electronic mail message, the Defense HUMINT division chief said he was
“shocked” by CIA’s suggestion that Curveball might be unreliable. The
reply—which the Defense HUMINT official intended for Defense
HUMINT recipients only but which was inadvertently sent to CIA as well—
observed that “CIA is up to their old tricks” and that CIA did not “have a
clue” about the process by which Curveball’s information was passed from
the foreign service.280
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Biological Warfare Finding 2
Indications of possible problems with Curveball began to emerge well before
the 2002 NIE. These early indications of problems—which suggested unstable
behavior more than a lack of credibility—were discounted by the analysts
working the Iraq WMD account. But given these warning signs, analysts
should have viewed Curveball’s information with greater skepticism and
should have conveyed this skepticism in the NIE. The analysts’ resistance to
any information that could undermine Curveball’s reliability suggests that the
analysts were unduly wedded to a source that supported their assumptions
about Iraq’s BW programs.
As we have discussed, when information from Curveball first surfaced in
early 2000, Defense HUMINT did nothing to validate Curveball’s reporting.
Analysts within the Intelligence Community, however, did make efforts to
assess the credibility of the information provided by Curveball. In early 2000,
when Curveball’s reporting first surfaced, WINPAC analysts researched previous reporting and concluded that Curveball’s information was plausible based
upon previous intelligence, including imagery reporting, and the detailed,
technical descriptions of the mobile facilities he provided.281 As a WINPAC
BW analyst later told us, there was nothing “obviously wrong” with Curveball’s information, and his story—that Iraq had moved to a mobile capability
for its BW program in 1995 in order to evade inspectors—was logical in light
of other known information.282
At about the same time, however, traffic in the CIA’s Directorate of Operations began to suggest some possible problems with Curveball. 283 The first
CIA concerns about Curveball’s reliability arose within the DO in May 2000,
when a Department of Defense detailee assigned to the DO met Curveball.
The purpose of the meeting was to evaluate Curveball’s claim that he had
been present during a BW accident that killed several of his coworkers by seeing whether Curveball had been exposed to, or vaccinated against, a BW
agent.284 Although the evaluation was ultimately inconclusive,285 the detailee
raised several concerns about Curveball based on their interaction.
First, the detailee observed that Curveball spoke excellent English during
their meeting.286 This was significant to the detailee because the foreign service had, on several earlier occasions, told U.S. intelligence officials that one
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reason a meeting with Curveball was impossible was that Curveball did not
speak English. Second, the detailee was concerned by Curveball’s apparent
“hangover” during their meeting. The detailee conveyed these impressions of
Curveball informally to CIA officials, and WINPAC BW analysts told Commission staff that they were aware that the detailee was concerned that Curveball might be an alcoholic.287 This message was eventually re-conveyed to
Directorate of Operations supervisors via electronic mail on February 4,
2003—literally on the eve of Secretary Powell’s speech to the United Nations.
The electronic mail stated, in part:
I do have a concern with the validity of the information based on Curveball having a terrible hangover the morning of [the meeting]. I agree, it
was only a one time interaction, however, he knew he was to have a
[meeting] on that particular morning but tied one on anyway. What
underlying issues could this be a problem with and how in depth has he
been vetted by the [foreign liaison service]?288
By early 2001, the DO was receiving operational messages about the foreign
service’s difficulties in handling Curveball, whom the foreign service reported
to be “out of control,” and whom the service could not locate. 289 This operational traffic regarding Curveball was shared with WINPAC’s Iraq BW analysts because, according to WINPAC analysts, the primary BW analyst who
worked on the Iraq issue had close relations with the DO’s Counterproliferation Division (the division through which the operational traffic was primarily
handled).290 This and other operational information was not, however, shared
with analysts outside CIA.291
A second warning on Curveball came in April 2002, when a foreign intelligence service, which was also receiving reporting from Curveball, told the
CIA that, in its view, there were a variety of problems with Curveball. The
foreign service began by noting that they were “inclined to believe that a significant part of [Curveball’s] reporting is true” in light of his detailed technical descriptions.292 In this same message, however, the foreign service noted
that it was “not convinced that Curveball is a wholly reliable source,” and that
“elements of [Curveball’s] behavior strike us as typical of individuals we
would normally assess as fabricators.”293 Even more specifically, the foreign
service noted several inconsistencies in Curveball’s reporting which caused
the foreign service “to have doubts about Curveball’s reliability.” 294 It should
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be noted here that, like the handling foreign service, this other service continued officially to back Curveball’s reporting throughout this period.
Again, these concerns about Curveball were shared with CIA analysts working on the BW issue.295 But none of the expressed concerns overcame analysts’ ultimate confidence in the accuracy of his information. Specifically,
analysts continued to judge his information credible based on their assessment of its detail and technical accuracy, corroborating documents, confirmation of the technical feasibility of the production facility designs described by
Curveball, and reporting from another human source, the fourth source mentioned above.296 But it should be noted that during the pre-NIE period—in
addition to the more general questions about Curveball’s credibility discussed
above—at least some evidence had emerged calling into question the substance of Curveball’s reporting about Iraq’s BW program as well. 297
Specifically, a WINPAC BW analyst told us that two foreign services had both
noted in 2001 that Curveball’s description of the facility he claimed was
involved in the mobile BW program was contradicted by imagery of the site,
which showed a wall across the path that Curveball said the mobile trailers
traversed. Intelligence Community analysts “set that information aside,” however, because it could not be reconciled with the rest of Curveball’s information, which appeared plausible.298 Analysts also explained away this
discrepancy by noting that Iraq had historically been very successful in
“denial and deception” activities and speculated that the wall spotted by imagery might be a temporary structure put up by the Iraqis to deceive U.S. intelligence efforts.299
Analysts’ use of denial and deception to explain away discordant evidence
about Iraq’s BW programs was a recurring theme in our review of the Community’s performance on the BW question.300 Burned by the experience of
being wrong on Iraq’s WMD in 1991 and convinced that Iraq was restarting
its programs, analysts dismissed indications that Iraq had actually abandoned
its prohibited programs by chalking these indicators up to Iraq’s well-known
denial and deception efforts. In one instance, for example, WINPAC analysts
described reporting from the second source indicating Iraq was filling BW
warheads at a transportable facility near Baghdad. When imagery was unable
to locate the transportable BW systems at the reported site, analysts assumed
this was not because the activity was not taking place, but rather because Iraq
was hiding activities from U.S. satellite overflights.301 This tendency was best
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encapsulated by a comment in a memorandum prepared by the CIA for a
senior policymaker: “Mobile BW information comes from [several] sources,
one of whom is credible and the other is of undetermined reliability. We have
raised our collection posture in a bid to locate these production units, but
years of fruitless searches by UNSCOM indicate they are well hidden.” 302
Again, the analysts appear never to have considered the idea that the searches
were fruitless because the weapons were not there.

Biological Warfare Finding 3
The October 2002 NIE failed to communicate adequately to policymakers both
the Community’s near-total reliance on Curveball for its BW judgments, and
the serious problems that characterized Curveball as a source.
The Community erred in failing to highlight its overwhelming reliance on
Curveball for its BW assessments. The NIE judged that Iraq “has transportable facilities for producing bacterial and toxin BW agents” and attributed this
judgment to multiple sources.303 In reality, however, on the topic of mobile
BW facilities Curveball provided approximately 100 detailed reports on the
subject, while the second and fourth sources each provided a single report.
(As will be discussed in greater detail below, the reporting of another
source—the INC source—had been deemed a fabrication months earlier, but
nonetheless found its way into the October 2002 NIE.)304 The presentation of
the material as attributable to “multiple sensitive sources,” however, gave the
impression that the support for the BW assessments was more broadly based
than was in fact the case. A more accurate presentation would have allowed
senior officials to see just how narrow the evidentiary base for the judgments
on Iraq’s BW programs actually was.
Other contemporaneous assessments about Iraq’s BW program also reflect
this problem. For example, the Intelligence Community informed senior policymakers in July 2002 that CIA judged that “Baghdad has transportable production facilities for BW agents…according to defectors.”305 Again, while
three “defector” sources (Curveball, the second source, and the INC source)
are cited in this report, Curveball’s reporting was the overwhelmingly predominant source of the information.
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And the NIE should not only have emphasized its reliance on Curveball for its
BW judgments; it should also have communicated the limitations of the
source himself. The NIE, for instance, described him as “an Iraqi defector
deemed credible by the [Intelligence Community].”306 The use of the term
“credible” was apparently meant to imply only that Curveball’s reporting was
technically plausible. To a lay reader, however, it implied a broader judgment
as to the source’s general reliability. This description obscured a number of
salient facts that, given the Community’s heavy reliance upon his reporting,
would have been highly important for policymakers to know—including the
fact that the Community had never gained direct access to the source and that
he was known at the time to have serious handling problems. While policymakers may still have credited his reporting, they would at least have been
warned about the risks in doing so.

Biological Warfare Finding 4
Beginning in late 2002, some operations officers within the regional division of
the CIA’s Directorate of Operations that was responsible for relations with the
liaison service handling Curveball expressed serious concerns about Curveball’s reliability to senior officials at the CIA, but these views were either (1) not
thought to outweigh analytic assessments that Curveball’s information was
reliable or (2) disregarded because of managers’ assessments that those
views were not sufficiently convincing to warrant further elevation.
After the NIE was published, but before Secretary Powell’s speech to the
United Nations, more serious concerns surfaced about Curveball’s reliability.
These concerns were never brought to Secretary Powell’s attention, however.
Precisely how and why this lapse occurred is the subject of dispute and conflicting memories. This section provides only a brief summary of the key
events in this complicated saga.
The NIE went to press in early October 2002, but its publication did not end
the need to scrutinize Curveball’s reliability. To improve the CIA’s confidence
in Curveball, the CIA’s Deputy Director for Operations (DDO), James Pavitt,
sought to press the foreign intelligence service for access to Curveball. 307 Mr.
Pavitt’s office accordingly asked the chief (“the division chief”) of the DO’s
regional division responsible for relations with the liaison service (“the division”) to meet with a representative of the foreign intelligence service to make
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the request for access.308 According to the division chief, he met with the representative in late September or early October 2002.309
At the lunch, the division chief raised the issue of U.S. intelligence officials
speaking to Curveball directly. According to the division chief, the representative of the foreign intelligence service responded with words to the effect of
“You don’t want to see him [Curveball] because he’s crazy.” Speaking to him
would be, in the representative of the foreign service’s words, “a waste of
time.” The representative, who said that he had been present for debriefings of
Curveball, continued that his intelligence service was not sure whether Curveball was actually telling the truth and, in addition, that he had serious doubts
about Curveball’s mental stability and reliability; Curveball, according to the
representative, had had a nervous breakdown. Further, the representative said
that he worried that Curveball was “a fabricator.” The representative cautioned the division chief, however, that the foreign service would publicly and
officially deny these views if pressed. The representative told the division
chief that the rationale for such a public denial would be that the foreign service did not wish to be embarrassed.310 According to the division chief, he
passed the information to three offices: up the line to the office of CIA’s Deputy Director for Operations;311 down the line to his staff, specifically the division’s group chief (“the group chief”) responsible for the liaison country’s
region;312 and across the agency to WINPAC.313 At the time, the division
chief thought that the information was “no big deal” because he did not realize how critical Curveball’s reporting was to the overall case for Iraqi possession of a biological weapons program.314 He assumed there were other
streams of reporting to buttress the Intelligence Community’s assessments.
He could not imagine, he said, that Curveball was “it.”315
Several months later, prompted by indications that the President or a senior
U.S. official would soon be making a speech on Iraq’s WMD programs, one
of the executive assistants for the then-Deputy Director of Central Intelligence (DDCI) John McLaughlin316 met with the group chief to look into the
Curveball information.317 This meeting took place on December 18, 2002.318
Although the executive assistant did not specifically recall the meeting when
he spoke with Commission staff,319 an electronic mail follow-up from the
meeting—which was sent to the division chief and the group chief—makes
clear that the meeting was called to discuss Curveball and the public use of
his information.320
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As a result of this meeting, the division sent a message that same afternoon to
the CIA’s station in the relevant country again asking that the foreign intelligence service permit the United States to debrief Curveball.321 The message
stressed the importance of gaining access to Curveball, and noted the U.S.
government’s desire to use Curveball’s reporting publicly. On December 20,
the foreign service refused the request for access, but concurred with the
request to use Curveball’s information publicly—“with the expectation of
source protection.”322
By this point, it was clear that the division believed there was a serious problem with Curveball that required attention. A second meeting was scheduled
on December 19 at the invitation of DDCI McLaughlin’s same executive
assistant.323 According to the executive assistant, he called the meeting
because it had become apparent to DDCI McLaughlin that Curveball’s reporting was significant to the Intelligence Community’s judgments on Iraq’s
mobile BW capability.324 The invitation for the meeting stated that the purpose was to “resolve precisely how we judge Curveball’s reporting on mobile
BW labs,” and that the executive assistant hoped that after the meeting he
could “summarize [the] conclusions in a short note to the DDCI.” 325 The
meeting was attended by the executive assistant, a WINPAC BW analyst, an
operations officer from the DO’s Counterproliferation Division, and the
regional division’s group chief. Mr. McLaughlin, who did not attend this
meeting, told this Commission that he was not given a written summary of the
meeting and did not recall whether any such meeting was held. 326
Although individuals’ recollections of the meeting vary somewhat, there is little disagreement on the meeting’s substance. The group chief argued that Curveball had not been adequately “vetted” and that his information should
therefore not be relied upon. In preparation for the meeting, the group chief
had outlined her concerns in an electronic mail to several officers within the
Directorate of Operations—including Stephen Kappes, the then-Associate
Deputy Director for Operations. The electronic mail opened with the following (in bold type):
Although no one asked, it is my assessment that Curve Ball had some
access to some of this information and was more forthcoming and
cooperative when he needed resettlement assistance; now that he does
not need it, he is less helpful, possibly because when he was being
helpful, he was embellishing, a bit. The [foreign service] ha[s] devel96
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oped some doubts about him. We have been unable to vet him operationally and know very little about him. The intelligence community
has corroborated portions of his reporting with open source information …and some intelligence (which appears to confirm that things are
where he said they were).327
At the meeting, the group chief stated that she told the attendees that the division’s concerns were based on the foreign service representative’s statements
to the division chief, the CIA’s inability to get access to Curveball, the significant “improvement” in Curveball’s reporting over time, the decline of Curveball’s reporting after he received the equivalent of a green card, among other
reasons.328 She also recalled telling the attendees the details of the foreign
service representative’s statements to the division chief.329 In the group
chief’s view, she made it clear to all the attendees that the division did not
believe that Curveball’s information should be relied upon.330
With equal vigor, the WINPAC representative argued that Curveball’s reporting was fundamentally reliable.331 According to the WINPAC analyst, Curveball’s information was reliable because it was detailed, technically accurate,
and corroborated by another source’s reporting.332
Both the group chief and the WINPAC analyst characterized the exchange as
fairly heated.333 Both of the two primary participants also recalled providing
reasons why the other’s arguments should not carry the day. Specifically, the
group chief says she argued, adamantly, that the supposedly corroborating
information was of dubious significance because it merely established that
Curveball had been to the location, not that he had any knowledge of BW activities being conducted there. In addition, the group chief questioned whether
some of Curveball’s knowledge could have come from readily available, open
source materials.334 Conversely, the WINPAC BW analyst says that she questioned whether the group chief had sufficient knowledge of Curveball’s reporting to be able to make an accurate assessment of his reliability.335
It appears that WINPAC prevailed in this argument. Looking back, the executive assistant who had called the meeting offered his view that the WINPAC
BW analyst was the “master of [the Curveball] case,” and that he “look[ed] to
her for answers.”336 He also noted that the group chief clearly expressed her
skepticism about Curveball during the meeting, and that she fundamentally took
the position that Curveball’s reporting did not “hold up.”337 The executive assis97
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tant further said that while the foreign service officially assessed that Curveball
was reliable, they also described him as a “handling problem.”338 According to
the executive assistant, the foreign service said Curveball was a handling problem because he was a drinker, unstable, and generally difficult to manage. In the
executive assistant’s view, however, it was impossible to know whether the foreign service’s description of Curveball was accurate. Finally, the executive
assistant said that he fully recognized Curveball’s significance at the time of the
meeting; that Curveball “was clearly the most significant source” on BW; and
that if Curveball were removed, the BW assessment was left with one other
human source, “but not much more.”339
The following day, the executive assistant circulated a memorandum to the
WINPAC BW analyst intended to summarize the prior day’s meeting. 340 Perhaps in keeping with his reliance on the WINPAC BW analyst as the “master
of the case,” the executive assistant’s “summary” of the draft of the memorandum, titled “Reliability of Human Reporting on Iraqi Mobile BW Capability,”
played down the doubts raised by the DO division:
The primary source of this information is an Iraqi émigré (vice defector)
…After an exhaustive review, the U.S. Intelligence Community—[as
well as several liaison services]…judged him credible. This judgment
was based on:
■

The detailed, technical nature of his reporting;

■

[Technical intelligence] confirming the existence/configuration of facilities he described (one Baghdad office building is
known to house administrative offices linked to WMD programs);

■

UNSCOM’s discovery of military documents discussing
“mobile fermentation” capability;

■

Confirmation/replication of the described design by U.S. contractors (it works); and

■

Reporting from a second émigré that munitions were loaded
with BW agent from a mobile facility parked 341 within an
armaments center south of Baghdad.342
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The memorandum then continued on to note that “[w]e are handicapped in
efforts to resolve legitimate questions that remain about the source’s veracity
and reporting because the [foreign service] refuses to grant direct access to
the source.”343 Later, in the “Questions/Answers” section, the memorandum
stated:
How/when was the source’s reliability evaluated—[One foreign service] hosted a…meeting in 2001, over the course of which all the participating services judged the core reporting as “reliable.” [One of the other
services] recently affirmed that view—although the [service] ha[s]
declined to provide details of sources who might provide corroboration.
Operational traffic…indicates the [hosting foreign service] may now be
downgrading its own evaluation of the source’s reliability.344
It does not appear that this memorandum was circulated further; rather, the
executive assistant explained that he would have used the memorandum to
brief the DDCI at their daily staff meeting.345
Former DDCI McLaughlin, however, said that he did not remember being
apprised of this meeting.346 Mr. McLaughlin told the Commission that,
although he remembered his executive assistant at some point making a passing reference to the effect that the executive assistant had heard about some
issues with Curveball, he (Mr. McLaughlin) did not remember having ever
been told in any specificity about the DO division’s doubts about Curveball.347 Mr. McLaughlin added that, at the same time, he was receiving assurances from the relevant analysts to the effect that Curveball’s information
appeared good.348
At about the same time, the division apparently tried another route to the top.
Within a day or so after the December 19 meeting, the division’s group chief
said that she and the division chief met with James Pavitt (the Deputy Director for Operations) and Stephen Kappes (the Associate Deputy Director for
Operations).349 At this meeting, according to the group chief, she repeated the
Division’s concerns about Curveball.350 But according to the group chief, Mr.
Pavitt told her that she was not qualified to make a judgment about Curveball,
and that judgments about Curveball should be made by analysts. 351
When asked about this meeting by Commission staff, Mr. Pavitt said that
although he knew there were handling problems with Curveball, he did not
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recall any such meeting with the division chief or the group chief. 352 Mr.
Pavitt added, however, that he would have agreed that the call was one for
the analysts to make. He also noted that he does not recall being aware, in
December 2002, that Curveball was such a central source of information for
the Intelligence Community’s mobile BW judgments. 353 For his part, Mr.
Kappes does not specifically recall this meeting, although he said that the
concerns about Curveball were generally known within the CIA. He also
said that he did not become aware of the extensive reliance on Curveball
until after the war.354
That is where matters stood for about a month. But the issue arose once again in
January 2003. During December and January, it became clear that the Secretary
of State would be making an address on Iraq to the United Nations Security
Council and that presenting American intelligence on Iraq’s WMD programs
would be a major part of the speech. In late January, the Secretary began “vetting” the intelligence in a series of long meetings at the CIA’s Langley headquarters. In connection with those preparations, a copy of the speech was
circulated so that various offices within CIA could check it for accuracy and
ensure that material could be used without inappropriately disclosing sources
and methods.355 As part of that process, the group chief received a copy.356
According to the group chief, she said that she “couldn’t believe” the speech
relied on Curveball’s reporting, and immediately told the division chief about
the situation.357 The group chief also said that she edited the language in a way
that made the speech more appropriate.358
According to the division chief, he was given the draft speech by an assistant,
and he immediately redacted material based on Curveball’s reporting. He then
called the DDCI’s executive assistant and asked to speak to the DDCI about
the speech.359 When interviewed by Commission staff, the executive assistant
did not recall having any such conversation with the division chief, nor did he
remember seeing a redacted copy of the speech.360 However, another Directorate of Operations officer, who was responsible for evaluating the possible
damage to DO sources from the release of information in the speech, remembers being approached during this time by the division chief. According to
this officer, the division chief said he was concerned about the proposed inclusion of Curveball’s information in the Powell speech and that the handling
service itself thought Curveball was a “flake.”
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The DO officer responsible for sources and methods protection summarized these concerns in an electronic mail which he sent to another of the
DDCI’s aides for passage to the DDCI. The DO officer responsible for
sources and methods did not recall that the division chief made any specific redactions of language from the draft. 361 The DDCI’s executive assistant has no recollection of such an electronic mail or of any concerns
expressed about Curveball.362
Later that afternoon, according to the division chief, he met with the DDCI to
discuss the speech. The division chief recounted that he told the DDCI that
there was a problem with the speech because it relied on information from
Curveball, and that—based on his meeting with the foreign intelligence service representative—the division chief thought that Curveball could be a fabricator.363 Although the division chief told the Commission that he could not
remember the DDCI’s exact response, he got the impression that this was the
first time that the DDCI had heard of a problem with Curveball. Specifically,
the division chief recalled that the DDCI, on hearing that Curveball might be
a fabricator, responded to the effect of: “Oh my! I hope that’s not true.” 364 It
was also at this time, according to the division chief, that he (the division
chief) first learned that Curveball provided the primary support for the Intelligence Community’s judgments on BW.
The group chief provided indirect confirmation of the exchange; she remembered the division chief telling her about this exchange shortly after it
occurred.365 Similarly, former DDO James Pavitt told the Commission that he
remembered the division chief subsequently relating to him that the division
chief had raised concerns about Curveball to the DDCI around the time of the
Secretary of State’s speech.366
By contrast, former DDCI McLaughlin told the Commission that he did not
remember any such meeting with the division chief. Specifically, the former
DDCI said that he was not aware of the division chief contacting his (Mr.
McLaughlin’s) executive assistant to set up a meeting about Curveball;
there was no such meeting on his official calendar; he could not recall ever
talking to the division chief about Curveball; and he was not aware of any
recommended redactions of sections of the draft speech based on Curveball’s reporting. Moreover, Mr. McLaughlin told the Commission that the
division chief never told him that Curveball might be a fabricator. 367 The
former DDCI added that it is inconceivable that he would have permitted
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information to be used in Secretary Powell’s speech if reservations had been
raised about it.368
On January 24, 2003, the CIA sent another message to the CIA’s relevant station asking for the foreign intelligence service’s “transcripts of actual questions asked of, and response given by, Curveball concerning Iraq’s BW
program not later than …COB [close of business], 27 January 2003.” The
message further noted that the CIA had “learned that [the President]
intend[ed] to refer to the Curveball information in a planned United Nations
General Assembly (UNGA) speech on 29 January 2003.” According to the
division chief, this message was sent on behalf of the DCI’s office, but was
“released” by the group chief.369
Three days later, on January 27, 2003, the relevant station responded and
said that they were still attempting to obtain the transcripts. The message
then noted:
[The foreign liaison service handling Curveball] has not been able to
verify his reporting. [This foreign service] has discussed Curveball with
US [and others], but no one has been able to verify this information….
The source himself is problematical. Defer to headquarters but to use
information from another liaison service’s source whose information
cannot be verified on such an important, key topic should take the most
serious consideration.370
Shortly after these messages were exchanged with the relevant station, the
division chief told the DDCI’s executive assistant that the foreign service
would still not provide the CIA with access to Curveball. 371 The division
chief also sent an electronic mail—the text of which was prepared by the
group chief—to the DDCI’s executive assistant from the DO, which noted
(in part):
In response to your note, and in addition to your conversation with [the
division chief], we have spoken with [the relevant] Station on Curve Ball:
■

We are not certain that we know where Curve Ball is...

■

Curve Ball has a history of being uncooperative. He is seeing
the [handling foreign service soon] for more questions. The
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[handling foreign service] cannot move the meeting up, we
have asked.
■

[The foreign service] ha[s] agreed to our using the information
publicly, but do[es] not want it sourced back to them. Neither
the [foreign service] nor, per [the foreign service’s] assessment, Curve Ball, will refute their information if it is made
public and is not attributed. Per Station, and us, we should be
careful to conceal the origin of the information since if Curve
Ball is exposed, the family he left in Iraq will be killed.

■

The [handling foreign service] cannot vouch for the validity of
the information. They are concerned that he may not have had
direct access, and that much of what he reported was not
secret. (per WINPAC, the information they could corroborate
was in open source literature or was imagery of locations that
may not have been restricted.)

■

[A magazine says that the handling foreign service has] intelligence information on the mobile poison capabilities of the Iraqis, but that they will not share it.372

As a result, according to the division chief, the executive assistant told the
division chief that the DDCI would speak to the analysts about the issue. 373
Although the executive assistant did not remember such a conversation,
former DDCI McLaughlin told the Commission that he remembered talking
to the WINPAC BW analyst responsible for Iraq about Curveball in January
or February 2003.374 Mr. McLaughlin said that he received strong assurances
from the WINPAC analyst that the reporting was credible.375
By this time, there was less than a week left before Secretary Powell’s February 5 speech, and the vetting process was going full-bore.376 On February 3,
2003, the DDCI’s executive assistant who had previously participated in
meetings about Curveball sent a memorandum titled “[Foreign service] BW
Source” to the division chief.377 The memorandum, addressed to the division
chief, read:
[T]his will confirm the DDCI’s informal request to touch base w/ the
[relevant] stations once more on the current status/whereabouts of the
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émigré who reported on the mobile BW labs. A great deal of effort is
being expended to vet the intelligence that underlies SecState’s upcoming UN presentation. Similarly, we want to take every precaution against
unwelcome surprises that might emerge concerning the intel case;
clearly, public statements by this émigré, press accounts of his reporting
or credibility, or even direct press access to him would cause a number
of potential concerns. The DDCI would be grateful for the [Chief of Station’s] view on the immediate ‘days-after’ reaction in [the handling foreign service country] surrounding source of this key BW reporting. 378
Preparations for the United Nations address culminated with Secretary Powell, Director of Central Intelligence George Tenet, and support staff going to
New York City prior to the speech, which was to be delivered on February 5,
2003.379 Until late in the night on February 4, Secretary Powell and Mr. Tenet
continued to finalize aspects of the speech.380
According to the division chief, at about midnight on the night before the
speech, he was called at home by Mr. Tenet. As the division chief recalls the
conversation, Mr. Tenet asked whether the division chief had a contact number for another foreign intelligence service (not the service handling Curveball) so Mr. Tenet could get clearance to use information from a source of that
service.381 The division chief told the Commission that he took the opportunity to ask the DCI about the “[foreign service country] reporting” from the
liaison service handling Curveball. Although he did not remember his exact
words, the division chief says that he told Mr. Tenet something to the effect of
“you know that the [foreign service] reporting has problems.”382 According to
the division chief, Mr. Tenet replied with words to the effect of “yeah, yeah,”
and that he was “exhausted.”383 The division chief said that when he listened
to the speech the next day, he was surprised that the information from Curveball had been included.384
In contrast to the division chief’s version of events, Mr. Tenet stated that while
he had in fact called the division chief on the night before Secretary Powell’s
speech to obtain the telephone number (albeit in the early evening as opposed
to midnight) there had been no discussion of Curveball or his reporting. 385
Nor was there any indication that any information in the speech might be suspect. Mr. Tenet noted that it is inconceivable that he would have failed to raise
with Secretary Powell any concerns about information in the speech about
which Mr. Tenet had been made aware.386 Moreover, he noted that he had
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never been made aware of any concerns about Curveball until well after the
cessation of major hostilities in Iraq.
In sum, there were concerns within the CIA—and most specifically the Directorate of Operations’ division responsible for relations with the handling liaison service—about Curveball and his reporting. On several occasions,
operations officers within this division expressed doubts about Curveball’s
credibility, the adequacy of his vetting, and the wisdom of relying so heavily
on his information.
These views were expressed to CIA leadership, including at least the Associate Deputy Director for Operations and the executive assistant to the Deputy
Director of Central Intelligence, and likely the Deputy Director for Operations and even—to some degree—mentioned to the Deputy Director of Central Intelligence himself. It would appear, however, that the criticism of
Curveball grew less pointed when expressed in writing and as the issue rose
through the CIA’s chain of command. In other words, although we are confident that doubts about Curveball were expressed in one way or another to the
Deputy Director for Central Intelligence, it is less clear whether those doubts
were accompanied by the full, detailed panoply of information calling into
question Curveball’s reliability that was presented to more junior supervisors.
We found no evidence that the doubts were conveyed by CIA leadership to
policymakers in general—or Secretary Powell in particular.
As the discussion above illustrates, it is unclear precisely how and why these
serious concerns about Curveball never reached Secretary Powell, despite his
and his staff’s vigorous efforts over several days in February 2003 to strip out
every dubious piece of information in his proposed speech to the United Nations.
It is clear, however, that serious concerns about Curveball were widely known at
CIA in the months leading up to Secretary Powell’s speech. In our view, the failure to convey these concerns to senior management, or, if such concerns were in
fact raised to senior management, the failure to pass that information to Secretary Powell, represents a serious failure of management and leadership.
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Biological Warfare Finding 5
CIA management stood by Curveball’s reporting long after post-war investigators in Iraq had established that he was lying about crucial issues.
A team of Intelligence Community analysts was dispatched to Iraq in early
summer 2003 to investigate the details of Iraq’s BW program. The analysts
were, in particular, investigating two trailers that had been discovered by Coalition forces in April and May 2003, which at the time were thought to be the
mobile BW facilities described by Curveball. As the summer wore on, however, at least one WINPAC analyst who had traveled to Iraq, as well as some
DIA and INR analysts, became increasingly doubtful that the trailers were
BW-related.387
The investigation also called into question other aspects of Curveball’s reporting. According to one WINPAC BW analyst who was involved in the investigations, those individuals whom Curveball had identified as having been
involved in the mobile BW program “all consistently denied knowing anything about this project.”388 Furthermore, none of the supposed project
designers even knew who Curveball was, which contradicted Curveball’s
claim that he had been involved with those individuals in developing the
mobile BW program.389
Additional research into Curveball’s background in September 2003 revealed
further discrepancies in his claims. For example, WINPAC analysts interviewed several of Curveball’s supervisors at the government office where he
had worked in Iraq. Curveball had claimed that this office had commenced a
secret mobile BW program in 1995. But interviews with his supervisors, as
well as friends and family members, confirmed that Curveball had been fired
from his position in 1995.390 Moreover, one of Curveball’s family members
noted that he had been out of Iraq for substantial periods between 1995 and
1999, times during which Curveball had claimed he had been working on BW
projects.391 In particular, Curveball claimed to have been present at the site of
a BW production run when an accident occurred in 1998, killing 12 workers.392 But Curveball was not even in Iraq at that time, according to information supplied by family members and later confirmed by travel records. 393
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By the end of October 2003, the WINPAC analysts conducting these investigations reported to the head of the ISG that they believed Curveball was a fabricator and that his reporting was “all false.” But other WINPAC analysts, as
well as CIA headquarters management, continued to support Curveball. 394 By
January 2004, however, when CIA obtained travel records confirming that
Curveball had been out of Iraq during the time he claimed to have been working on the mobile BW program, most analysts became convinced that Curveball had fabricated his reporting.395
Mr. Tenet was briefed on these findings on February 4, 2004. CIA management, however, was still reluctant to “go down the road” of admitting
that Curveball was a fabricator. 396 According to WINPAC analysts, CIA’s
DI management was slow in retreating from Curveball’s information
because of political concerns about how this would look to the “Seventh
Floor,” the floor at Langley where CIA management have their offices,
and to “downtown.” CIA’s Inspector General, in his post-war Inspection
Report on WINPAC, concluded that “the process [of retreating from
intelligence products derived from Curveball reporting] was drawn out
principally due to three factors: (1) senior managers were determined to
let the ISG in Iraq complete its work before correcting the mobile labs
analysis; (2) the CIA was in the midst of trying to gain direct access to
Curveball; and (3) WINPAC Biological and Chemical Group (BCG)
management was struggling to reconcile strong differences among their
BW analysts.” Senior managers did not want to disavow Curveball only
to find that his story stood up upon direct examination, or to find that “the
ISG uncovered further evidence that would require additional adjustments to the story.” 397
Any remaining doubts, however, were removed when the CIA was finally
given access to Curveball himself in March 2004. At that time, Curveball’s
inability to explain discrepancies in his reporting, his description of facilities
and events, and his general demeanor led to the conclusion that his information was unreliable.398 In particular, the CIA interviewers pressed Curveball
to explain “discrepancies” between his aforementioned description of the site
at Djerf al-Naddaf,399 which he had alleged was a key locus for transportable
BW, and satellite imagery of the site which showed marked differences in layout from that which Curveball described.400 Specifically, there was a six foot
high wall that would have precluded mobile BW trailers from moving into
and out of the facility as Curveball had claimed. Curveball was completely
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unable or unwilling to explain these discrepancies. The CIA concluded that
Curveball had fabricated his reporting, and CIA and Defense HUMINT
recalled all of it.401
The CIA also hypothesized that Curveball was motivated to provide fabricated information by his desire to gain permanent asylum.402 Despite speculation that Curveball was encouraged to lie by the Iraqi National Congress
(INC), the CIA’s post-war investigations were unable to uncover any evidence
that the INC or any other organization was directing Curveball to feed misleading information to the Intelligence Community.403 Instead, the post-war
investigations concluded that Curveball’s reporting was not influenced by,
controlled by, or connected to, the INC.404
In fact, over all, CIA’s post-war investigations revealed that INC-related
sources had a minimal impact on pre-war assessments. 405 The October 2002
NIE relied on reporting from two INC sources, both of whom were later
deemed to be fabricators. One source—the INC source—provided fabricated reporting on the existence of mobile BW facilities in Iraq. The other
source, whose information was provided in a text box in the NIE and
sourced to a “defector,” reported on the possible construction of a new
nuclear facility in Iraq. The CIA concluded that this source was being
“directed” by the INC to provide information to the U.S. Intelligence Community.406 Reporting from these two INC sources had a “negligible” impact
on the overall assessments, however.407

Biological Warfare Finding 6
In addition to the problems with Curveball, the Intelligence Community—and,
particularly, the Defense HUMINT Service—failed to keep reporting from a
known fabricator out of finished intelligence on Iraq’s BW program in 2002
and 2003.
Another serious flaw affecting the Intelligence Community’s pre-war assessments was its inability to keep reporting from a known fabricator out of finished intelligence. Specifically, the INC source, handled by DIA’s Defense
HUMINT Service, provided information on Iraqi mobile BW facilities that
was initially thought to corroborate Curveball’s reporting. The INC source
was quickly deemed a fabricator in May 2002, however, and Defense
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in Buying Uranium from Niger and Whether Associated Documents are Authentic (March 11,
2003) (concluding the documents were forgeries). The errors in the original documents, which
indicated they were forgeries, also occur in the February 2002 report that provided a “verbatim”
text of the agreement, indicating that the original reporting was based on the forged documents.
215 Department of State and CIA, Joint Report of Inspectors General on Iraqi Attempts to
Procure Uranium From Niger (Sept. 2003) at p. 11. Although the Inspectors General report
notes that all three reports were recalled, CIA/DO officials advised the Commission that in fact
two of the reports were recalled and the third, which included information not included in the
forged documents, was reissued with a caveat that the information the report contains may have
been fabricated. Comments from CIA/DO (March 3, 2005).
216 CIA, Memorandum for the DCI, In Response to Your Questions for Our Current Assessment and Additional Details on Iraq’s Alleged Pursuits of Uranium From Abroad (June 17,
2003) at p. 1.
217 Interview with NIO/SNP (Sept. 20, 2004). The SSCI report referenced the memorandum
for the DCI, and stated that the memorandum had no distribution outside the CIA. SSCI at p.
71. This reference left the mistaken impression, however, that CIA did not inform others of its
conclusions regarding the forged documents and the concomitant reliability of information
about a possible uranium deal with Niger. The NIO/SNP emphasized that CIA not only recalled
the original reporting as having possibly been based on fraudulent reporting, but the NIO, with
CIA and other agencies in attendance, also briefed Congress on the matter. Interview with NIO/
SNP (Sept. 20, 2004).
218 It is still unclear who forged the documents and why. The Federal Bureau of Investigation is currently investigating those questions. Interview with FBI (Sept. 21, 2004); see also
Interview with CIA/DO officials (Sept. 3, 2004). We discuss in the counterpart footnote in our
classified report some further factual findings concerning the potential source of the forgeries.
This discussion, however, is classified.
219 NIE at pp. 5, 35. The Intelligence Community also judged that Iraq maintained delivery
systems for its BW agents. Id. at p. 7. For its part, the British Joint Intelligence Committee
assessed in September 2002 that Iraq “currently has available, either from pre-Gulf War stocks
or more recent production, a number of biological warfare” agents and weapons. Butler Report
at p. 74. The Australian Office of National Assessments judged by September 2002 that “Iraq is
highly likely to have chemical and biological weapons,” that “Iraq has almost certainly been
working to increase its ability to make chemical and biological weapons,” and, in December
2002, that many of Iraq’s WMD activities were hidden in mobile facilities. Australian Parliamentary Joint Committee on Australian Secret Intelligence Organization, Australian Secret
Intelligence Service and Defense Signals Directorate, Intelligence on Iraq’s Weapons of Mass
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